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"Education is the ability to listen to almost anything 
without losing your temper or your self-confidence." 
Robert Frost 

(I'm trying, Robert) 

Emotional energy as a reaction to crisis goes 
through stages. Prospective adoptive parents are told 
it is a normal sequence of progression to be Sad, 
Mad, and Glad. Perhaps, that was my background for 
dealing with the Sunset of the Dental Board. These 
three basic choices of where to expend emotional 
energy are available to all of us. Some of us may 
even get stuck and fail to move to the next level. If 
you don't move to the Glad level you probably won't 
be accepted to adopt a baby. A Board would not be 
able to adopt new attitudes and procedures for a 
transition period.  

It seems to be an evolutionary process. First, we 
are Sad - because the Board thought we were a good 
team and there was not a better staff anywhere. We 
were trying to be progressive in dentistry yet 
protective of public safety. The Sunset hearings were 
tedious, but the Sunset Commission had given us a 
green light. Go for it TSBDE! Yes, we were Sad 
because our team not only lost the last game, but we 
lost the franchise.  

Next, we became Mad. Fingers were pointed, 
blame, accusations and defensive tactics were played 
out.  

Presently, we are struggling to be Glad. Glad?

About what? How about, "Here is a chance to learn 
something, re-evaluate our roles as dental care 
providers and develop better communication skills." 
Richard Bach 

Was the Sunset of the Dental Board a wake-up 
call for dentistry? TDA Board Member, Dr. Steve 
Schwartz thinks so. As I have tried to slosh through 
the rain while searching for the rainbow this year, 
maybe that comment i s the Rainbow. Grassroots 
dentists, hygienists and lab technicians have 
communicated like never before. A pot of gold for 
sure! 

The Legislature gave the Board lemons and the 
TDA has made lemonade in the "For Dentistry I will" 
platform. Will this commitment to the future of 
dentistry end when the Board is reinstated? Surely, 
this enthusiasm and enlightenment can continue for 
other issues of concern to the professions.  

Have we finally hit bottom in our lack of 
communication with the hygienists? If so, the only 
way left is up. Letters have been written, greetings 
given and serious attempts at negotiations are 
ongoing. A ladder is still needed to climb higher out 
of the pit of distrust and harsh words.  

The greater respect for the Laboratory 
Certification Council and Laboratory Association 
should be appreciated by all in dentistry. These 
members and their attorney have been determined to 
find a solution for the continuation of the State 
Board. Please thank them at your earliest 
opportunity. This unfortunate happening has opened 
eyes for all of us to what others can do for dentistry.
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For me, personally it has truly been a learning 
curve (and not always a smooth one). I have met so 
many supportive "new" friends and greatly appreciate 
the "old" ones who have stood beside me. Thank you 
for your kind words and critical ones.  

I have appreciated the opportunity to work with 
your other Board Members in attempting to keep this 
agency intact. None of us is doing this for self 
serving, egotistical reasons. I believe this fine group 
of people is dedicated to the protection of the public, 
which includes you and your family. We have 
attempted to insulate ourselves from political forces 
with a single focus on the licensure and regulation of 
dentistry for the public good. Thank you, fellow 
Board Members, for your integrity and hard work.  

A course in Bumper Sticker Philosophy 101 has 
taught me that "Stuff Happens" -- an elementary 
principle that should form the basis for a more 
sophisticated approach to problem solving. Let us 
proceed from our Blame Alert status to an organized 
plan for survival now, in the interim period and in the 
next Legislative session.  

"Each creature in its own manner clung tightly to 
the twigs and rocks of the river bottom, for clinging 
was their way of life, and resisting the current was 
what each had learned from birth.....but the one 
carried in the current said the river delights to lift us 
free, if only we dare let go. Our true work is this 
voyage, this adventure." 

Personnel Changes at Board Office 

On April 1, Mike Pitcock, Director of Enforcement, 
will assume new responsibilities with the Texas Lottery 
Commission. Mike advises that he leaves with great 
reluctance but feels that this opportunity advances his 
career goals by allowing him to apply his experience and 
skills to new areas.  

Mike has been a standard by which other employees 
measure their performance and fair-mindedness. His 
leadership and contributions serve as a model to 
everyone who has worked with Mike, and he will be 
missed greatly. We wish him the very best in the 
knowledge that the Lottery Commission is getting an 
outstanding person and employee.

Mr. Allen Halbrook, General Counsel, will assume 
responsibility for the Enforcement Division. Because of 
his close work with Enforcement and with Mike over the 
past couple of years, Allen will accomplish this 
transition with continuity and efficiency. We look 
forward to the benefits of both his management and legal 
skills.  

Disciplinary Actions 

Subject: John A. Barrett, D.D.S: #93-105-1109M 
Complaint: Respondent obtained fees by 
misrepresentation and/or fraud and records were below 
the minimum standard of care for no health history, no 
charting and no diagnosis.  
Discipline: License suspended four years, probated; 
assessed fine of $10,000. payable in 30 days; 40 hours 
CE per year for four years; required to take and pass 
jurisprudence exam within one year.  

Subject: Dwayne Beeler, D.D.S.: #91-0625-297M-D 
Complaint: Respondent failed to refer patient to 
another dentist when indicated.  
Discipline: Respondent's license reprimanded.  

Subject: Carol A. Boyd, D.D.S.: #93-564-0804B 
Complaint: Prescribing vicodin and diazepam for self 
use through which respondent is habitually intoxicated 
or addicted.  
Discipline: License suspended for five years, probated; 
abide by all terms and conditions of Peer Assistance 
Program; surrender all certificates for drug schedules, 
along with unused triplicate script forms, DEA 222 order 
forms, and any controlled substances in her possession, 
with proof to Board office that such has been 
accomplished.  

Subject: William L. Brueck, Jr., D.D.S.: #93-081
1022K-D 

Complaint: Respondent prescribed hydrocodones to 
wife in amounts sufficient to promote addiction and 
failed to keep adequate records as to diagnosis and 
treatment.  
Discipline: License suspended for five years, probated; 
required to complete 40 hours of CE within two years in 
pharmacology and record keeping; required to enter a 
co-dependency program and abide by terms of peer 
assistance program; surrender all certificates for drug 
schedules, unused script and order forms, and any 
controlled substances in possession with documentation 
to Board office.



Subject: Judith A. Cobbett, D.D.S.: #93-294-0226K 
Complaint: Respondent failed in proper follow up care, 
in over-prepping tooth #23 causing an abscess, and 
failed to provide adequate records as to examination 
diagnosis and treatment.  
Discipline: License suspended for one year, probated; 
required to take 40 hours CE in crown and bridge, risk 
management, and endodontics.  

Subject: Della M. Corales, D.D.S.: #93-478
0616M-D 

Complaint: Respondent prescribing cocaine for self use 
through which habitual intoxication and or addiction 
occurred.  
Discipline: License suspended for five years, probated; 
respondent to abide by all terms and conditions of Peer 
Assistance Program; surrender all schedules, script and 
order forms, and controlled substances in her possession 
with documentation to Board office.  

Subject: Kieu-Trang Cung, D.D.S.: #92-534
0820K-D & 92-549-0828K-D 

Complaint: Respondent committed 102 instances of 
fraudulent billing based on 207 billed patient visits.  
Discipline: License suspended for five years, probated 
except for 30 days suspension time; fine assessed of 
$30,000.  

Subject: John T. Daniels, D.D.S.: #93-527-0712K 
Complaint: Respondent mismanaged patient by failing 
to remove proper tooth and so advising patient; failing to 
consult with physician on medically-compromised 
patient; failing to obtain diagnostic radiographs; and 
failing to keep records in accord with minimum standard 
of care.  
Discipline: License suspended for five years, probated 
except for 90 days suspension time; be evaluated by the 
Oral Surgery Dept. at UTHSC Houston; take 40 hours 
CE each year for five years in oral surgery, risk 
management, diagnosis and treatment planning and 
record keeping.  

Subject: Dale Dupuis, D.D.S.: #94-017-0922K 
Complaint: Respondent administered excessive 
amounts of local anesthesia causing patient to have 
respiratory difficulties and seizures.  
Discipline: License suspended three years, probated; 
perform 100 hours community service with one year of 
order; take 40 hours of CE within one year; prohibited 
from sedating children by any means except nitrous 
oxide.

Subject: Kermit E. Keeley, D.D.S.: #93-399-042M 
Complaint: Respondent failed to take adequate 
radiographs of endodontically-treated tooth; failed to 
keep adequate records in diagnosis & treatment, medical 
history, and anesthesia.  
Discipline: License is reprimanded; required to take 60 
hours of CE over three years in risk management and 
endodontics, and take and pass jurisprudence 
examination within six months of order.  

Subject: Jordan H. Minyard, D.D.S.: #93-146
1202S 

Complaint: Bridgework and root canal therapy below 
minimum standard of care with inadequate records and 
insufficient radiographs.  
Discipline: License suspended for one year, probated, 
in addition to previous suspension currently running; 40 
hrs. CE in crown 7 bridgework by end of probation; 
previous orders remain in effect.  

Subject: Rex R. Williams III, D.D.S.: #94-073
1028B 

Complaint: Prescribing narcotics for non-dental 
reasons and failure to keep proper records.  
Discipline: License suspended for five years, probated; 
abide by terms of Peer Assistance Program; previously 
surrendered schedules remain surrendered, but 
respondent may reapply for III's-V's after effective date 
of Order.  

Subject: W. J. Wooten, D.D.S.: #93-129-1120M 
Complaint: Respondent failed to meet minimum 
standard of care and failed to maintain adequate records 
of treatment, medications, and local anesthesia.  
Discipline: Respondent is reprimanded; 40 hours of CE 
to be taken within one year of Order in risk management, 
record keeping, and infection control.  

Drug Ledgers 

Common questions asked about keeping and 
maintaining drug ledgers are referenced. The 
information is drawn from the DPS drug rules which is 
part of the Controlled Substance Act. and also covered 
by Dental Board regulations.  

1. What drugs are required to be kept in a ledger? 

A dentist shall keep complete and accurate records of the 
purchases (to include samples received from 
pharmaceutical manufacture representatives) and 
disposals of controlled substances in Schedules I - V.



The drug ledger is to be kept in addition to required 
triplicate prescription information.  

2. What information is to be kept in a ledger? 

a. Name, quantity, and strength of drug; 
b. Invoice number or purchase order number; 
c. Date of purchase or acquisition; 
d. Date and amount sold, dispensed, administered, or 

otherwise disposed; 
e. True name of person receiving the controlled 
substance; 
f. Current address of the person receiving the controlled 
substance; 
g. Reason for dispensing or disposing of the controlled 
substance..

3. What is a bound ledger?

A bound ledger is a record book, ledger, or other device 
equal in durability and capacity to record the required 
data. The records-keeping device shall have a section 
for each drug by drug strength divided into incoming and 
outgoing categories.

4. Where can one obtain a drug ledger book? 

They may be purchased at a regular office supply 
company or at some of the medical drug supply 
companies. The Texas Veterinary Medical Association 
has one of the best, commonly used drug ledger books 
available. It is pre-printed with the necessary 
information required to be kept and is available from 
TVMA at: 

6633 Hwy. 290 East, Suite 201 
Austin, Texas 78723 
(512) 452-4224

TSBDE 
333 Guadalupe - Tower 3 

Suite 3800 
Austin, Texas 78701 

512-463-6400 
Fax: 512-463-7452
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